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Practices in improving VET image



Short context
•People considers VET education as second choice compared to 

general education
•Professional capacities gained in VET education do not properly 

match with capacities required in the labor market
•Professional curricula are not updated with market requirements 

and technology
•Labor market research is uneven, sporadic and not standardized

•Community and beneficiaries are considered as final beneficiaries 
rather than contributors in the process of improving VET education

•Business sector is recently considered as contributor
•Implementation of strategies, action plans, measures should meet 

set measures/indicators
•Media should be considered contributor and partner



Their interest – to be supplied 
with news on development issues 
and employment/unemployment 
measures

Their interest – to have integrated 
skilled employees, to have business 
incentives regarding taxes and fees

stakeholder that can influence the 
effect of intervention and the level of 
replication.

stakeholders that can be allies if 
included in the process and their 
interest reflected

BENEFICIARIES

Private Sector

STATE, VET PROVIDERS, LOCAL AUTHORITIES, PROGRAMS

Media



poor 
understanding 
and 
bureaucracies

“timidity” due 
to taxes, and not 
much faith in 
expertise of 
public institutions

more
correlated 
approach 
towards
needs

relations
usually 
based 
upon 
personal 
connections 

missing

education, 
employment 
opportunities, 
social 
barriers, 
hiden 
violence



Why is important image of 
VET?

•New/Short-term unemployment mainly at youth (mismatch of 
education with labor market demands) and old/long-term 
unemployment mainly at women and men (change of system, 
mismatch of qualifications with recent tendencies, technology etc)

•Country development, industries & private sector, EU integration 
process demand skilled professionals equipt with lifeskills and 
abilities to perform.



What works?







Create Self esteem
Include community and beneficiaries to local 
development 

Create respect Be innovative
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